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A B S T R A C T
This paper investigates the problem of distributed state estimation over a low-cost sensor network and proposesa new sample greedy gossip distributed Kalman filter. The proposed algorithm leverages the informationweighted fusion concept and the sample greedy gossip averaging protocol. By introducing a stochastic samplingstrategy in the greedy sensor node selection process, the proposed algorithm finds a suboptimal communicationpath for each local sensor node during the process of information exchange. Theoretical analysis on globalconvergence and uniform boundedness is also performed to investigate the characteristics of the proposeddistributed Kalman filter. The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it provides well trade-offbetween communication burden and estimation performance. Extensive empirical numerical simulations arecarried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.. Introduction
Target tracking and state estimation over a wireless sensor networkave attracted increasing attention thanks to their critical importancen a wide range of real-world applications [1–7]. Employment of mul-iple sensors to cooperatively perform large-sensing tasks have becomeviable option along with dramatic technical advancements in low-ost, lightweight and power efficient sensors. The issue is that theseensors are generally subject to reduced accuracy and reliability. It isell known that a proper fusion strategy could overcome such an issues it is able to improve the quality of local estimation beyond their indi-idual limitations and current status [8,9]. Therefore, it is of paramountmportance to develop proper fusion algorithms, which synergisticallyntegrate the redundant information and effectively complement theimitations of each sensor node, for low-cost sensor networks.An immediate option for the fusion architecture would be cen-ralised one which requires a fusion centre, collecting and processinghe data from all local sensors simultaneously. The benefit of theentralised fusion is the performance: centralised Kalman filter (CKF)s known to be Bayesian optimal in multi-sensor target tracking. Thessue is that it is inherently vulnerable to the single point failure and isot scalable. Unlike centralised fusion architecture, each sensor node inhe distributed estimation only communicates with its connected neigh-ours in a peer-to-peer fashion. This could provide enhanced scalabilitynd inherent redundancy, which results in strong robustness to sensorault [8,10]. This paper adapts the distributed fusion architecture as theaseline fusion structure.
∗ Corresponding author.
With the development of network theory, the control-theoretic con-sensus algorithm [11–14] was found to be a popular and powerfultool in designing distributed Kalman filters (DKFs). The strength ofconsensus algorithms is that they are able to perform network-widecomputing tasks in a distributed manner. By applying the averageconsensus algorithm in local estimated state fusion, Olfati-Saber [15]developed a Kalman consensus filter (KCF) for distributed estimation. Atheoretical analysis on stability and performance bound was performedlater in [16]. The limitation of KCF is the choice of averaging only onlocal estimated states and therefore this algorithm cannot guaranteeasymptotic convergence to the optimal CKF and cannot handle thenaive sensors, i.e., targets are outside the sensors’ field-of-view [17].The covariance matrices also contain valuable information that couldbe leveraged to improve the fusion performance. For this reason, theauthors in [18–20] proposed to perform average consensus on localmeasurement vectors and innovation covariances to match with theCKF in a distributed way. Another way of utilising covariance matricesis so-called consensus on information, which was developed based onthe concept of covariance intersection [21–23]. Inspired by the com-plementary features of consensus on measurement and consensus oninformation, the authors in [24–26] suggested an information weightedconsensus filter (IWCF) to retain the advantages of both algorithms.Distributed estimation has also been investigated from the perspec-tive of gossip process or randomised consensus in recent years. Theauthors in [27,28] developed a gossip interactive Kalman filter (GIKF)by randomly selecting a neighbour for each sensor node to swap theirvailable online 8 August 2020
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𝑎prior estimates and the corresponding error covariances in measure-ment update. The main promising feature of GIKF is that it offersreduced communication burden, compared to average-consensus-basedDKFs, as each local sensor node only communicates with one of itsconnected neighbours. Based on the similar concept as KCF, the authorsin [29] developed a new variant of DKF by exploiting the randomisedgossip process to fuse the local state estimates. At every round of gossipiteration, each sensor randomly selects a locally-connected neighbournode and performs averaging on these two nodes. By performing gossipon local measurements and innovation covariances, a different ran-domised gossip DKF (RG-DKF) was proposed in [30] to approximate theCKF. Although RG-DKF has lower computational burden at each gossipiteration, its convergence speed is relatively slow due to the randomisednature. Unlike [30], a deterministic communication strategy usinggreedy gossip was suggested in [31] to develop a DKF, thus termedgreedy gossip DKF (GG-DKF), that can improve the convergence rateof the gossip process. However, GG-DKF requires each local sensor tocommunicate with all its neighbouring sensor nodes connected to findthe optimal path. This procedure consequently increases the communi-cation load and might not be suitable for the employment of low-costsensors [1].Motivated by the aforementioned observations, this paper developsa new variant of gossip-based DKF. The algorithm developed is ageneralised version of gossip-based DKFs and exhibits positive featuresof both RG-DKF and GG-DKF. To achieve this, we propose to leveragethe recently proposed sample greedy gossip process (SGG) [32], whichenables the proposed algorithm to find a suboptimal communicationpath for each local sensor node. To this end, the proposed gossip-based DKF approach is termed as sample greedy gossip DKF (SGG-DKF).Instead of finding the optimal path of each node in a greedy manner,SGG-DKF performs greedy node selection strategy among a randomlyselected active sensor node set. This allows the proposed algorithm tomake the expected size of the active sensor node set smaller than thenumber of locally-connected neighbours. Selection of the sensor activa-tion probability enables us to properly balance the communication costand estimation performance. This implies that SGG-DKF can reduce thecommunication cost in the average sense while retaining the estimationaccuracy.This paper proposes to utilise the information weighted fusion in theproposed SGG-DKF. Note that previous gossip-based DKF approachesutilise the concepts of measurement vector fusion (MVF) [30,31]. Itis shown that the DKF based on MVF guarantees convergence to thecentralised solution with infinite number of iterations. With a limitednumber of iterations, which is the case in practice, DKF using MVFcould yield inconsistent local estimates. This might result in the auto-correlation problem in local estimates. Therefore, greedy gossip basedon the concepts of MVF might be subject to poor performance withsmall number of gossip iterations. This issue can be relaxed by usingthe information weighted fusion as it preserves the consistency in localestimates.Theoretical analysis shows that the proposed SGG-DKF guaranteesasymptotic convergence to the centralised Kalman filter (CKF). Forrealistic application with finite number of gossip iterations, we showthat the fused covariance matrix is uniformly bounded. Performanceof the proposed algorithm is investigated by extensive Monte Carlocomparisons with RG-DKF and GG-DKF. The results reveal that the pro-posed algorithm converges to the optimal CKF with comparable speedto the GG-DKF, but with significantly less communication overhead.The results also indicate that the proposed algorithm significantly out-performs previous MVF-based gossip DKFs [30,31] in terms of trackingaccuracy.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introducesof the Bayesian optimal centralised solution. Section 3 presents thedetails of the proposed SGG-DKF algorithm, followed by theoreticalanalysis provided in Section 4. Finally, some numerical simulations and
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conclusions are offered.2. Centralised Kalman filter: A benchmark
An optimal fusion strategy and benchmark for performance eval-uation of distributed state estimation algorithms is the CKF, whichprocesses all sensors’ measurements simultaneously through a fusioncentre. For this reason, this section will briefly review the centralisedsolution to facilitate the analysis carried out in the following sections.To begin with, consider a linear stochastic discrete-time system with 𝑁sensors as:
𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝐹𝑘𝑥𝑘 +𝑤𝑘
𝑧𝑘,𝑖 = 𝐻𝑘,𝑖𝑥𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘,𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2,… , 𝑁
(1)
where 𝑥𝑘 ∈ R𝑛 denotes the system state vector at time instant 𝑘;
𝑧𝑘,𝑖 ∈ R𝑚𝑖 represents the measurement vector of the 𝑖th sensor at timeinstant 𝑘. Matrices 𝐹𝑘 and 𝐻𝑘,𝑖 stand for the system transition andmeasurement matrices, respectively. 𝑤𝑘 and 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 are uncorrelated whitenoises with zero mean and variances 𝑄𝑘 and 𝑅𝑘,𝑖. For simplicity, it isusually assumed that the measurement noise is uncorrelated across thesensor nodes.Define 𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1 as the prior estimate of 𝑥𝑘 and 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 as the cor-responding error covariance. Then, the Bayesian optimal centralisedestimation of state 𝑥𝑘 can be obtained using the information filteras [33]
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘𝑥𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1 +
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅
−1
𝑘,𝑖𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1 +
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅
−1
𝑘,𝑖𝐻𝑘,𝑖
(2)
It is clear that centralised estimation (2) requires a fusion centreo collect information from all sensors. The centralised solution will betilised as a benchmark for the performance comparison and evaluationf the distributed KF developed in the following sections.
. Algorithm development
This section develops a new DKF algorithm by leveraging samplereedy gossip and information weighted fusion. Before presenting theetails of the proposed distributed estimation algorithm, we brieflyeview the basic concept the sample greedy gossip process proposedn [32] for the completeness of the paper.
.1. Sample greedy gossip process
We consider a network of 𝑁 sensors and model the network topol-gy as an undirected graph  = ( , ), where  = {1, 2,… , 𝑁}epresents the sensor node set and  ⊂  ×  denotes the edge set.f sensor nodes 𝑠 and 𝑡 can directly communicate with each other, then
𝑠, 𝑡) ∈  . For notation convenience, we define 𝑠 as the set of theensor nodes connected to the 𝑠th sensor (not including 𝑠) and ||𝑠||s the cardinality of set 𝑠. Denote 𝑠 𝛥= {𝑆𝑛(1), 𝑆𝑛(2),… , 𝑆𝑛 (||𝑠||)}ith 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) ∈ {1, 2,… , 𝑁} for all 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2,… , ||𝑠||}.Define 𝑎𝑠 as the available information from the 𝑠th sensor and isnitialised as 𝑎𝑠(0). The objective of gossip algorithms is to enforce allocal sensors to make an agreement on the initial average 1𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑠=1 𝑎𝑠 (0)y sharing information through locally-connected neighbours. At theth round of the randomised gossip iterations, a sensor node 𝑠 ∈  isandomly selected for information exchange and this sensor randomlyicks a connected node 𝑡 ∈𝑠 to perform information average [34]
𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙) =
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙 − 1)
2
(3)
Unlike randomised gossip, the greedy gossip algorithm employs adeterministic procedure to select an optimal communication node 𝑡 thatprovides the largest information discrepancy for sensor 𝑠, that is [35]
𝑡∗ = max
[
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙) − 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙)
]2 (4)
𝑡∈𝑠
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waeAfter finding 𝑡∗, the two sensors perform information averagingusing Eq. (3). Compared with the original randomised gossip process,the greedy gossip algorithm is proved to provide improved convergencespeed. However, this strategy requires each local sensor to commu-nicate with all its neighbouring sensor nodes connected to find theoptimal path. This procedure consequently increases the communica-tion overload and might not be suitable for the employment of low-costsensors [1].Motivated by the complementary properties of randomised gossipand greedy gossip, the authors in [32] proposed a new sample greedygossip, which enjoys the advantages of both randomised gossip andgreedy gossip: relatively faster convergence speed and lower communi-cation burden. During each round of sample greedy gossip iteration, allsensors in 𝑠 generate a sample, i.e., 𝑞𝑖 for all 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2,… , ||𝑠||}, fromuniform distribution  (0, 1). Each sensor from 𝑠 is then activatedwith probability 𝑝 ∈ [0, 1]: if 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑝, sensor 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) decides to activelyommunicate with node 𝑠, i.e., sensor 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) is included in 𝑠. Theample greedy gossip then employs the greedy sensor selection strategyo a random active sensor node set 𝑠 ⊂𝑠 to find a suboptimal nodein communication with the 𝑠th sensor, i.e.,
∗ = max
𝑡∈𝑠
[
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙) − 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙)
]2 (5)
and utilises Eq. (3) to update local information. If no sensor has beenactivated by the sampling strategy, i.e., 𝑠 = ∅, the randomised gossipprocess is utilised for information update. The pseudo code of thesample greedy gossip algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 1. Thefollowing lemma analyses the asymptotic convergence performance ofthe SGG algorithm.
Lemma 1. For connected sensor network, i.e., any two nodes can commu-nicate with each other through a multi-hop path, the sample greedy gossipensures asymptotic convergence to the initial average, i.e, [32]
lim
𝑙→∞
𝑎(𝑙) = 1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑠=1
𝑎𝑠 (0) (6)
Proof. For the completeness of the paper, we briefly present the proofof Lemma 1. Detailed analysis of the convergence speed can be foundat [32]. Denote 𝑎(𝑙) = [𝑎1(𝑙), 𝑎2(𝑙),… , 𝑎𝑁 (𝑙)]𝑇 and define 𝑎 as a columnvector with each element being 1𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑙=1 𝑎𝑙 (0). Assume that agents 𝑠 and
𝑡 perform gossip at the 𝑙th iteration of SGG, then the recursive updateof SGG can be obtained as
𝑎(𝑙) = 𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 1
2
𝑔(𝑙) (7)
here 𝑔(𝑙) ∈ R𝑁 is a column vector with its elements being
𝑖(𝑙) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1), for 𝑖 = 𝑠
−
(
𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)
)
, for 𝑖 = 𝑡
0, otherwise (8)
Based on Eq. (7), the recursive update of the squared error isetermined as
‖𝑎(𝑙) − 𝑎‖2 = ‖‖‖𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 12 𝑔(𝑙) − 𝑎‖‖‖2
= ‖𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎‖2 − [𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎]𝑇 𝑔(𝑙) + 14‖𝑔(𝑙)‖2
= ‖𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎‖2 − 12 [𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)]2
(9)
Note that both 𝑠 and 𝑡 are random in the proposed SGG. For this rea-son, we will examine the expected squared error, i.e., E [‖𝑎(𝑙) − 𝑎‖2], inthe following analysis. Taking the expectation on [𝑎 (𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎 (𝑙 − 1)]2261
𝑠 𝑡gives
E
{[
𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)
]2}
= 1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑠=1
|𝑠|∑
𝑚=1
𝑝𝑚(1 − 𝑝)|𝑠|−𝑚
×
∑
𝑠,𝑚∈{𝑠,𝑚}
max
𝑡∈𝑠,𝑚
[
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙 − 1)
]2
+ 1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑠=1
(1 − 𝑝)|𝑠| 1||𝑠||
∑
𝑡∈𝑠
[
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙 − 1)
]2
(10)
where 𝑠,𝑚 denotes a set of 𝑚 nodes, randomly drawn from 𝑠 and{𝑠,𝑚} stands for the set that includes all possible 𝑠,𝑚.Note that the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (10) refers tothe case where 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ ||𝑠|| nodes decide to communicate with the 𝑠thnode, and the second term implies the case where no node has beenactivated by the sampling procedure. As stated in Algorithm 1, if nonode decides to communicate with node 𝑠 during the sampling phase,e perform the randomised gossip for update. From Eq. (10), it is clearhat E{[𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)]2} ≥ 0, where the equality holds if andnly if 𝑎(𝑙 − 1) = ?̄?. This means that, unless all nodes make agreementn the average state ?̄?, the proposed SGG algorithm will make progressn expectation towards the average state ?̄?. Moreover, by repeatedlypplying recursion (9) and taking the expectation, we have
E
[‖𝑎(𝑙) − 𝑎‖2] = E [‖𝑎(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎‖2]
− 12E
{[
𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)
]2}
= E
[‖𝑎(0) − 𝑎‖2] − 12 ∑𝑙𝑖=1 E{[𝑎𝑠(𝑖 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑖 − 1)]2}
(11)
Since E [‖𝑎(𝑙) − 𝑎‖2] ≥ 0, we have
[‖𝑎(0) − 𝑎‖2] ≥ 1
2
𝑙∑
𝑖=1
E
{[
𝑎𝑠(𝑖 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑖 − 1)
]2} (12)
hich implies that E{[𝑎𝑠(𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡(𝑙 − 1)]2} → 0 as 𝑙 → ∞. As theolution 𝑎(𝑙) = ?̄? is the only stationary point of stochastic recursion10), the proposed SGG algorithm guarantees asymptotic convergenceo the average state ?̄?.
emark 1. It has been theoretically proved in [32] that the samplereedy gossip can be considered as a generalised version of the gossiplgorithm that can trade-off between randomised gossip and greedyossip: the sample greedy gossip becomes greedy gossip with 𝑝 = 1nd reduces to randomised gossip with 𝑝 = 0. Theoretical analysiseveals that the convergence speed of sample greedy gossip increasesith the increase of sensor activation probability [32]. This meanshat we can choose a relatively large sensor activation probability tochieve fast convergence rate if the sensor network provides enoughommunication resource; otherwise, a small value of 𝑝 would be a wiseption.
.2. Distributed Kalman filter design
At time instant 𝑘, every local sensor node predict the target statestimate based on previous estimate and available mode informations
𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝐹𝑘𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖
𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝐹𝑘−1𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖𝐹 𝑇𝑘−1 +𝑄𝑘−1 (13)here 𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 and 𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖, respectively, represent the state predictiont time instant 𝑘 and update at time instant 𝑘 − 1 with correspondingrror covariances 𝑃 and 𝑃 from sensor 𝑖.𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖
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𝛺Algorithm 1 Sample greedy gossipInput: Initial local information 𝑎𝑠(0), maximum iteration step 𝐿, nodeselection probability 𝑝Output: Fused information 𝑎𝑠(𝐿)1: Randomly selects a sensor node 𝑠 from the sensor network2: for 𝑙 = 1 ∶ 𝐿 do3: 𝑠 = ∅ ⊳ Initialise the active sensor node set 𝑠4: for 𝑖 = 1 ∶ ||𝑠|| do5: Sensor 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) generates a sample 𝑞𝑖 ∼  (0, 1)6: if 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑝 then7: Sensor 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) decides to actively communicate with sensor
𝑠8: 𝑠 = 𝑠 ∪ 𝑆𝑛(𝑖) ⊳ Update the active sensor node set 𝑠9: end if10: end for11: if 𝑠 ≠ ∅ then12: 𝑡∗ = max
𝑡∈𝑠
[
𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) − 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙 − 1)
]2 ⊳ Greedy node selectionfrom 𝑠13: 𝑎𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑎𝑡∗ (𝑙) = 12 [𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝑎𝑡∗ (𝑙 − 1)]14: else15: Randomly selects a sensor node 𝑡 from 𝑠 ⊳ Randomisedgossip16: 𝑎𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙) = 12 [𝑎𝑠 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝑎𝑡 (𝑙 − 1)]17: end if18: end for
After obtaining the one-step prediction by local Kalman filter, were now interested in updating the local prediction via fusing informa-ion from locally-connected neighbours. As the information weightedusion rule or the so-called parallel fusion has advantages of preservingocal estimate consistency and guaranteed global convergence to theentralised solution [25,26], this fusion rule is leveraged in this papero fuse the local estimates. That is, the information to be sharedetween two local sensor nodes is defined as
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 +𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝑈𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 +𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖𝐻𝑘,𝑖
(14)
Note that the key of implementing sample greedy gossip in sensorfusion is to define a proper criterion to evaluate the similarity betweentwo local estimates. For this reason, a statistical distance to quantifythe similarity between (𝑢𝑘,𝑖, 𝑈𝑘,𝑖) and (𝑢𝑘,𝑗 , 𝑈𝑘,𝑗) will be defined first.otice that the residual of 𝑢𝑘,𝑖 is give by
?̃?𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 (𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑘) +𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖 (𝑧𝑘,𝑖 −𝐻𝑘,𝑖𝑥𝑘) (15)
Assume that 𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 is unbiased, i.e., E [𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖] = 𝑥𝑘. Then, it isstraightforward to verify that the covariance of ?̃?𝑘,𝑖 is determined as
E
[
?̃?𝑘,𝑖?̃?
𝑇
𝑘,𝑖
]
= 𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (16)
Based on Eq. (16), the statistical difference between (?̃?𝑘,𝑖, 𝑈𝑘,𝑖) and(
?̃?𝑘,𝑗 , 𝑈𝑘,𝑗
) can then be quantified by the Mahalanobis distance
𝑑𝑖,𝑗 =
(
?̃?𝑘,𝑖 − ?̃?𝑘,𝑗
)𝑇 (𝑈𝑘,𝑖 + 𝑈𝑘,𝑗)−1 (?̃?𝑘,𝑖 − ?̃?𝑘,𝑗) (17)
The issue of utilising the Mahalanobis distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 as the similaritymeasure is that the information on true target state 𝑥𝑘 is not availablein practice. To address this problem, we assume that the previous timeinstant achieves fully average consensus, i.e., 𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 and
𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 , ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Note that this is a typical assumption indeveloping DKFs for sensor networks [1,25]. With this in mind, Eq. (17)reduces to
𝑑 =
(
𝑢 − 𝑢
)𝑇 (𝑈 + 𝑈 )−1 (𝑢 − 𝑢 ) (18)
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𝑖,𝑗 𝑘,𝑖 𝑘,𝑗 𝑘,𝑖 𝑘,𝑗 𝑘,𝑖 𝑘,𝑗By exploiting the Mahalanobis distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 as a similarity mea-sure between two local estimates, we can then implement the samplegreedy gossip algorithm to find a suboptimal communication path forevery local sensor node to fuse (𝑢𝑘,𝑖, 𝑈𝑘,𝑖). After 𝐿 iterations of thegossip process, the measurement update of the proposed DKF is thengiven by
𝑥𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 = [𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿)]−1 𝑢𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿)
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑁𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿) (19)The complete pseudo code of the proposed SGG-DKF is summarisedin Algorithm 2.
Remark 2. In a practical scenario, not all sensors can get the mea-surement information of the target due to limited sensor field-of-viewand non-unity detection probability. In the case where no measurementinformation of the target is available at the 𝑖th sensor, the qualityof local estimation 𝑥𝑘|𝑘, 𝑖 will be very poor and is far from the realstate. Fusing this poor information with other relatively good localestimation could deteriorate the performance of the fused results . Toaccommodate this issue, we do not activate the sensors that cannotdetect the target during the fusion process and hence do not performthe information fusion step. This simple strategy is helpful in improvingthe stability of the fusion process.
Remark 3. Compared to previously-developed gossip-based DKF al-gorithms [30,31], the following two improvements are made in theproposed approach: (1) the sample greedy gossip algorithm is utilisedto exploit the benefits of both randomised gossip and greedy gossip; and(2) the information weighted fusion rule is leveraged in the proposedalgorithm while [30,31] utilised the concept of MVF. Note that utilisa-tion of the information weighted fusion enables the SGG-DKF algorithmto guarantee consistency in local estimates and thus could enhance theperformance, especially in case of a small number of gossip iterations.
Remark 4. Note that the proposed SGG-DKF is developed basedon assumption that the previous local estimates are converged. Inreal applications, however, only finite number of gossip iterations areacceptable, which means that 𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 ≠ 𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 and 𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 ≠
𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 . Therefore, all local estimates are auto-correlated during thefusion phase and thus SGG-DKF also suffers from the well-known auto-correlation problem. However, as the information weighted consensusconcept incorporates covariance intersection, which is proved to behighly robust against the auto-correlation among local estimates. Thisissue, therefore, can also be alleviated by the proposed SGG-DKF.
4. Algorithm analysis
This section provides theoretical analysis on the convergence andboundedness of the proposed SGG-DKF algorithm. The main results arepresented in Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 1. For connected sensor network, the proposed SGG-DKF algo-rithm ensures asymptotic convergence to the optimal CKF.
Proof. Define 𝑦𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖, 𝑌𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖, 𝑞𝑘,𝑖 = 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖𝑧𝑘,𝑖 and
𝑘,𝑖 = 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅
−1
𝑘,𝑖𝐻𝑘,𝑖. Then, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑦𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 + 𝑞𝑘,𝑖
𝑈𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑌𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 +𝛺𝑘,𝑖 (20)According to Lemma 1, it is straightforward to verify that
lim
𝐿→∞
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿) =
1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑦𝑘,𝑖 (0)
𝑁
+ 1
𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑞𝑘,𝑖 (0)
lim 𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿) =
1
𝑁∑ 𝑌𝑘,𝑖 (0) + 1 𝑁∑𝛺𝑘,𝑖 (0)
(21)𝐿→∞ 𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑁 𝑁 𝑖=1
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EAlgorithm 2 Sample greedy gossip distributed Kalman filterInput: Previous target estimation {𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖, 𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖}, received mea-surements 𝑧𝑘,𝑖Output: Current estimation {𝑥𝑘|𝑘,𝑖, 𝑃𝑘|𝑘,𝑖}(1) Prediction:
𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝐹𝑘𝑥𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖
𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 = 𝐹𝑘−1𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖𝐹 𝑇𝑘−1 +𝑄𝑘−1(2) Compute the information terms:
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖𝑥𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 +𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝑈𝑘,𝑖 =
1
𝑁
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 +𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑖𝑅−1𝑘,𝑖𝐻𝑘,𝑖
(3) for 𝑙 = 0, 1,… , 𝐿 doCompute the Mahalanobis distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗Use Algorithm 1 to find a local neighbour 𝑗∗ which has thelargest value of 𝑑𝑖,𝑗∗ (𝑙) among the active sensor nodes as
𝑗∗ =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
max
𝑗∈𝑖 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑙) , 𝑖 ≠ ∅randomly picking from 𝑖, 𝑖 = ∅
After finding 𝑗∗, perform information averaging
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 (𝑙) =
1
2
[
𝑢𝑘,𝑖 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝑢𝑘,𝑗∗ (𝑙 − 1)
]
𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝑙) =
1
2
[
𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝑈𝑘,𝑗∗ (𝑙 − 1)
]
(4) Measurement update:
𝑥𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 = [𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿)]−1 𝑢𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿)
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑁𝑈𝑘,𝑖 (𝐿)
As gossip on priors guarantees that all local sensors have the sameriori estimates, i.e., 𝑦𝑘,𝑖 = 1𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑦𝑘,𝑖 (0) and 𝑌𝑘,𝑖 = 1𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑌𝑘,𝑖 (0), itis immediate to see that the proposed SGG-DKF with infinite numberof iterations can recover the performance of centralised estimation bysubstituting Eq. (21) into the measurement update step in Algorithm 2.
Although the proposed SGG-DKF algorithm is shown to be asymptot-ically optimal, only limited number of gossip iterations is available inreal applications. For this reason, Theorem 2 analyses the boundednessof the proposed algorithm with finite number of gossip iterations.Before giving the main results, the following two general assumptionsare made.
Assumption 1. The system matrix 𝐹𝑘 is invertible.
Assumption 2. The sensor network is collectively observable, i.e., thepair (𝐹𝑘,𝐻𝑘) is observable, where 𝐻𝑘 = [𝐻𝑇𝑘,1,𝐻𝑇𝑘,2,… ,𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑁]𝑇 .
Note that all sensor nodes are subject to the limited sensing capa-bility. This means that it might be unreasonable to assume the localobservability, i.e., the pair (𝐹𝑘,𝐻𝑘,𝑖) is observable. This paper utilisesthe collective observability to define the observability of the sensornetwork. It is clear that the network is collectively observable if andonly if the network is strongly connected, i.e., any two sensors aredirect (one-hop) or indirect connected (multi-hop). The result of theboundedness of the fused covariance matrices is now presented in thefollowing theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the sensor network is connected and that
𝑃 is positive-definite and under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exists263
𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖an time instant 𝑏 and a positive scalar 𝛼 such that the fused covariance isuniformly bounded in the average sense as
E
[
𝑃𝑘+𝑏|𝑘+𝑏,𝑖 ] ≤ 𝛼𝐼𝑛 (22)
Here, the expectation is over all possible network connections.
Proof. According to the propagation of the prediction step in Kalmanfilter, we have
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 = (𝐹𝑘−1𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 𝐹 𝑇𝑘−1 +𝑄𝑘−1)−1
=
(
𝐹−1𝑘−1
)𝑇 [𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 + 𝐹−1𝑘−1𝑄𝑘−1(𝐹−1𝑘−1)𝑇 ]−1𝐹−1𝑘−1 (23)Since the covariance of the process noise is bounded, there exists apositive scalar 𝛽 > 0 such that
𝐹−1𝑘−1𝑄𝑘−1
(
𝐹−1𝑘−1
)𝑇 ≤ 𝛽𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 (24)
By choosing 𝛾 = (1 + 𝛽)−1, Eq. (23) can be reformulated as
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑖 ≥ 𝛾(𝐹−1𝑘−1)𝑇 𝑃−1𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑖 𝐹−1𝑘−1 (25)After performing 𝐿 steps of gossip iterations, we have
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 =
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑗𝑃
−1
𝑘|𝑘−1,𝑗 +𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑗𝐻
𝑇
𝑘,𝑗𝑅
−1
𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗 (26)
here 𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑗 denotes the (𝑖, 𝑗)th element of the 𝐿-steps update matrix ofhe sample greedy gossip process.Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (26) gives
𝑃−1𝑘|𝑘,𝑖 ≥𝛾
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑗
(
𝐹−1𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝑃−1𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 𝐹−1𝑘−1
+ 𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑤𝐿𝑖,𝑗𝐻
𝑇
𝑘,𝑗𝑅
−1
𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗
(27)
Applying the preceding inequality to 𝑃−1𝑘+𝑏|𝑘+𝑏,𝑖 for 𝑏 steps repeatedlyields
𝑃−1𝑘+𝑏|𝑘+𝑏,𝑖 ≥ 𝛾𝑏
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑤𝑏𝐿𝑖,𝑗
(
𝐹−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝑃−1𝑘−1|𝑘−1,𝑗 𝐹−𝑏𝑘−1
+ 𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑏∑
𝑚=1
𝛾𝑏−𝑚𝑤(𝑏−𝑚+1)𝐿𝑖,𝑗
(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝑅−1𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
≥𝑁 𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑏∑
𝑚=1
𝛾𝑏−𝑚𝑤(𝑏−𝑚+1)𝐿𝑖,𝑗
(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝑅−1𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
(28)
Denote the diameter of the undirected graph  as (). Then, therexists a path no longer than() in which any two nodes are connected.lso note that the sample greedy gossip ensures the possibility that eachocal sensor node can communicate with all its connected neighbours.his means that if the number of gossip iterations satisfies 𝐿 ≥ (),e have[
𝑤(𝑏−𝑚+1)𝐿𝑖,𝑗
]
> 0 (29)
Therefore, it can be concluded that there exist positive constants 𝜋𝑖,𝑗uch that[
𝑤(𝑏−𝑚+1)𝐿𝑖,𝑗
] ≥ 𝜋𝑖,𝑗 > 0 (30)
Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (28) gives
E
[
𝑃−1𝑘+𝑏|𝑘+𝑏,𝑖
]
≥ 𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑏∑
𝑚=1
𝛾𝑏−𝑚𝜋𝑖,𝑗
(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝑅−1𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
≥ 𝛾𝑏−1𝜋𝑖,min
𝑁∑ 𝑏∑(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝑅−1𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
(31)𝑗=1 𝑚=1
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where 𝜋𝑖,min = min𝑗{𝜋𝑖,𝑗}. Since the sensor network is collectivelyobservable, there exists 𝑏 > 0 such that the Grammian matrix satisfies∑𝑏
𝑚=1
(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1 > 0 for all 𝑗. Additionally, noting that thecovariance matrix of the measurement noise is always positive-definiteand bounded, we have
𝑁∑
𝑗=1
𝑏∑
𝑚=1
(
𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1
)𝑇 𝐻𝑇𝑘,𝑗𝑅−1𝑘,𝑗𝐻𝑘,𝑗𝐹𝑚−𝑏𝑘−1 ≥ 𝜎𝐼𝑛 > 0 (32)
where 𝜎 > 0. This subsequently indicates that there exists a positivescalar 𝛼 such that the fused covariance is uniformly bounded in theaverage sense as E [𝑃𝑘+𝑏|𝑘+𝑏,𝑖 ] ≤ 𝛼𝐼𝑛 where 𝛼 = (𝛾𝑏−1𝜋𝑖,min𝜎)−1.
5. Numerical simulations
This section presents a performance evaluation of the proposedSGG-DKF algorithm with comparison to other approaches using MonteCarlo simulations.
5.1. Simulation setup
The target in the considered scenario randomly moves in a500 m × 500 m rectangular area. We carried out extensive performanceevaluation and comparison based on four different types of networktopologies. Considering the page limit and similar tendency in theresults, this paper demonstrates the simulation results on the tworepresentative types of network topologies: random geometric networkwith 30 sensors and deterministic grid network with 25 sensors. Notethat these two types of topologies are widely utilised in analysing theperformance of distributed network-wide computation algorithms [35].For the random geometric network, each sensor is randomly placedinside the surveillance region. Two sensors are connected in the randomgeometric network if their relative distance is less than 300 m inthe simulations. Examples of these two different sensor topologies arepresented in Fig. 1.Each target’s state is represented by a 4-D vector, with 2-D posi-tion and 2-D velocity components. In estimation update, the systemequation is assumed to be the well-known constant velocity model, i.e.,
𝐹𝑘 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 𝑇𝑠 0
0 1 0 𝑇𝑠
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(33)
with 𝑇𝑠 = 1𝑠 being the sampling time. The variance of process noise ofthe considered constant velocity model is determined as
𝑄𝑘 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 0 0 0
0 10 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(34)
Each sensor collects position measurements at regular time instants
𝑡𝑘 = 𝑘𝑇𝑠, 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2,… , 100}, as
𝐻𝑘,𝑖 =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
] (35)
The measurement noise is subject to a Gaussian white noise as 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ∼ (⋅; 0, 𝑅𝑘,𝑖) with 𝑅𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 (𝜎2𝑟 , 𝜎2𝑟 ), 𝜎𝑟 = 10 m. For initialisation, thecovariance matrix of the target at sensor node 𝑖 is chosen as 𝑃0|0 ,𝑖 =
𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 (100, 100, 10, 10). The initial state estimates are generated from aGaussian distribution around the true target state with the covariance
𝑃0|0 ,𝑖. The starting point of the target is also randomly generated inside264
the surveillance region at every Monte Carlo run.5.2. Performance metric
Let 𝑥𝑗𝑘|𝑘 ,𝑖 denote the estimated state of the target at sensor node 𝑖at time instant 𝑘 of the 𝑗th Monte Carlo run and 𝑥𝑗𝑘 represent the truetarget state at time instant 𝑘 of the 𝑗th Monte Carlo run. The mean error(ME) of position estimation at time instant 𝑘, averaged over 𝑀 MonteCarlo runs and 𝑁 sensors, is defined as
MEpos𝑘 = 1𝑀𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑀∑
𝑗=1
‖‖‖𝑝𝑗𝑘|𝑘 ,𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗𝑘‖‖‖
RMSEpos𝑘 =
(
1
𝑀𝑁
𝑁∑
𝑖=1
𝑀∑
𝑗=1
‖‖‖𝑝𝑗𝑘|𝑘 ,𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗𝑘‖‖‖2
) 1
2
(36)
where 𝑝𝑗𝑘 = 𝑥𝑗𝑘 (1 ∶ 2) and 𝑝𝑗𝑘|𝑘 ,𝑖 = 𝑥𝑗𝑘|𝑘 ,𝑖 (1 ∶ 2) are true and estimatedpositions of the 𝑗th target.For performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm, the timeaveraged ME and RMSE are utilised. These two metrics are computedas
MEposavg = 1𝑇
𝑇∑
𝑘=1
MEpos𝑘
RMSEposavg = 1𝑇
𝑇∑
𝑘=1
RMSEpos𝑘
(37)
where 𝑇 = 100 is the total number of time instants during the trackingperiod.
5.3. Comparison with different gossip algorithms
This subsection investigates performance of the proposed SGG-DKFalgorithm, compared with RG-DKF and GG-DKF. The main objective ofthe performance comparison in this subsection is to validate the trade-off performance of the proposed SGG algorithm. For fair comparison,RG-DKF and GG-DKF algorithms are obtained by replacing the SGGprocess with RG and GG in SGG-DKF. Note that these two DKFs arealso new algorithms that have never been proposed in the existingliteratures. To better demonstrate the characteristics of different gossipalgorithms, it is assumed that each sensor node has unlimited sensingrange in this subsection.In gossip-based distributed estimation, information transmission viamultiple rounds of communication among locally-connected sensors arerequired and the performance highly depends on the number of itera-tions, i.e., 𝐿. In order to investigate the effect of the parameter 𝐿 on thefusion performance, Monte Carlo comparisons of different gossip-basedDKFs are carried out with respect to different number of iterations
𝐿 = 1, 2,… , 10. In the simulations, the sensor activation probabilityfor implementing SGG is set as 𝑝 = 0.5. The simulation results of MEof target position estimation and RMSE of target position estimationobtained from 500 Monte Carlo runs are depicted in Fig. 2. As shown inthe figure, it can be noted that all tested DKFs asymptotically convergeto the Bayesian optimal CKF. From Fig. 2, it can be noted that RG-DKFhas the lowest convergence speed among these three different gossip-based DKFs. As GG-DKF picks up the optimal communication path forevery local sensor node at each gossip iteration, it exhibits the fastestconvergence rate at the expense of high communication burden. Theproposed SGG-DKF only leverages a suboptimal communication path,i.e., performing greedy sensor selection within a set of randomly-chosenactive sensor nodes. Therefore, the SGG-DKF provides tradeoff conver-gence performance between RG-DKF and GG-DKF. As the probabilitythreshold in selecting the active node is 𝑝 = 0.5, the proposed algorithmonly requires half communication burden in the average sense at eachiteration, compared to the GG-DKF. Interestingly, the performance ofSGG-DKF is very comparable to that of the GG-DKF and its convergencerate is much faster than that of the RG-DKF for the random geometricsensor network topology even with 𝑝 = 0.5.
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Fig. 1. Examples of two different network topologies. The red circles denote the sensor locations and the blue lines refer to the connections between sensor nodes. (a) Randomgeometric topology with each sensor being randomly placed inside the surveillance region and two sensors being connected if their relative distance is less than 300 m. (b)Deterministic grid topology with all sensors being placed as a grid shape inside the surveillance region.
Fig. 2. Monte Carlo comparison results with respect to different number of gossip iterations. (a) ME comparison results for random geometric sensor network. (b) RMSE comparisonresults for random geometric sensor network. (c) ME comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network. (d) RMSE comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network.
Information Fusion 64 (2020) 259–269H.-S. Shin et al.Fig. 3. Monte Carlo comparison results with respect to different sensor activation probabilities. (a) ME comparison results for random geometric sensor network. (b) RMSEcomparison results for random geometric sensor network. (c) ME comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network. (d) RMSE comparison results for deterministic gridsensor network.
Now, let us investigate the effect of the sensor activation probabilityon the tracking performance. For this purpose, the number of gossipiterations in each Monte Carlo run is set as 𝐿 = 1. Fig. 3 presentsthe comparison results of target position estimation ME and RMSE fordifferent gossip-based DKFs with different sensor activation probabil-ities 𝑝 = 0, 0.1,… , 1 obtained from 500 Monte Carlo runs. From thisfigure, it can be observed that GG-DKF provides the best estimationperformance among all the tested algorithms. This can be attributedto the fact that GG-DKF finds the optimal local sensor node for fusion.However, as stated before, this achievement requires each local sensorto communicate with all its connected neighbours at each iteration. Asa comparison, the proposed SGG-DKF offers great flexibility and wellbalance between communication cost and convergence performanceintroduced by the stochastic sampling strategy. With the increasing ofsensor activation probability, SGG-DKF provides improved estimationperformance and converges to that of GG-DKF when 𝑝 = 1. If the localsensor node cannot provide enough bandwidth for communication, arelatively small sensor activation probability can be selected to savethe communication cost. When 𝑝 = 0, the proposed algorithm becomesidentical to RG-DKF. The results confirm that the proposed SGG al-gorithm is a generalised version of the randomised and greedy gossipalgorithms.2665.4. Comparison with previous gossip-based distributed estimators
This subsection evaluates the advantage of the proposed SGG-DKFwhen the sensing ability is limited, which is the case in practice.For rigorous evaluation, we perform Monte Carlo comparisons withprevious gossip-based DKFs, i.e., RG-MVF [30] and GG-MVF [31]. Eachsensor node is assumed to be able to detect the target if the relativedistance between the target and the sensor node is less than 100 m.In all simulations, the sensor activation probability for implementingSGG-DKF is set as 𝑝 = 0.5.The simulation results of target position estimation ME and RMSEobtained from 500 Monte Carlo runs are depicted in Fig. 4. It followsfrom Fig. 4 that the SGG-DKF still significantly outperforms both RG-MVF and GG-MVF, especially for the grid sensor network. This can beattributed to the fact that the proposed SGG-DKF utilises the informa-tion weighted fusion concept while RG-MVF and GG-MVF only leverageMVF in the fusion process. If one sensor cannot detect the target dueto limited sensing range, the sensor node can only use target stateprediction or the so-called prior estimation as the local state estimation,which generally has certain amount of estimation errors. Since RG-MVF and GG-MVF never utilise local prior knowledge in the fusionprocess, these two algorithms constrain the posterior estimates as theprior estimates if the sensor and its neighbours cannot detect the target
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oFig. 4. Monte Carlo comparison results with respect to different number of gossip iterations. (a) ME comparison results for random geometric sensor network. (b) RMSE comparisonresults for random geometric sensor network. (c) ME comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network. (d) RMSE comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network.
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Ktsbidnbsddue to limited gossip iterations. As a comparison, the prior estimationof each sensor node is weighted by the inverse of the correspondingerror covariance in the proposed SGG-DKF during fusion. This handlesthe issue of naive sensors, i.e., target is outside of the sensor’s field-of-view, by placing less weight when receiving the information from anaive neighbour sensor. Therefore, the proposed SGG-DKF is helpfulin ensuring the consistency of local estimates and is demonstratedto generate better tracking performance when the number of gossipiterations is small.
5.5. Comparison with consensus-based distributed estimators
This subsection compares the performance of the proposed SGG-DKF algorithm with respect to consensus-based distributed estimators.As detailed in Section 1, the state-of-the-art IWCF algorithm enjoysthe advantages of both consensus on information and consensus onmeasurement. Hence, the IWCF algorithm is performed in the simula-tions for the purpose of performance comparison. The sensor activationprobability to implement the proposed SGG-DKF is set as 𝑝 = 0.5.or simplicity, we assume that each sensor node has unlimited sensingange in this subsection.The simulation results of target position estimation ME and RMSEbtained from 500 Monte Carlo runs are depicted in Fig. 5. From this
267
cigure, it can be noted that the proposed SGG-DKF and IWCF provideomparable convergence speed of the estimation error. However, theWCF algorithm requires each local sensor node to communicate withll its connected neighbours. As a comparison, the proposed SGG-DKFlgorithm can save half communication resource in the average sensend hence could be more suitable for practical applications.
. Conclusions
This paper proposed a distributed sample greedy gossip distributedalman filter over a sensor network. The proposed algorithm utiliseshe concept of information weighted fusion in conjunction with theample greedy gossip process. Rigorous asymptotic convergence andoundedness analysis of the proposed distributed estimation algorithms carried out to support its applications. The empirical investigationemonstrates the validity of the theoretical analysis results. The promi-ent feature of the proposed algorithm lies in that it allows tradeoffetween convergence rate and communication burden: our algorithmhows faster convergence speed, compared to the randomised gossipistributed Kalman filter, and requires less communication burden,ompared to the greedy gossip distributed Kalman filter.
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RFig. 5. Monte Carlo comparison results with respect to different number of gossip/consensus iterations. (a) ME comparison results for random geometric sensor network. (b) RMSEomparison results for random geometric sensor network. (c) ME comparison results for deterministic grid sensor network. (d) RMSE comparison results for deterministic gridensor network.
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